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Abstract
The Auslan and Australian English archive and corpus is the first bilingual, multimodal documentation of a deaf signed language (Auslan, the language of the Australian deaf community) and its ambient spoken language (Australian English). It aims to facilitate the direct comparison of face-to-face, multimodal talk produced by deaf signers and hearing speakers from the same city. Here we describe the documentation of the bilingual, multimodal archive and outline its development pathway into a directly comparable corpus of a signed language and spoken language. We differentiate it from existing bilingual corpora and offer some research questions for which the resulting corpus may be best placed to answer. The Auslan and Australian English corpus has the potential to redress several significant misunderstandings in the comparison of signed and spoken languages, especially those that follow from misapplications of the paradigm that multimodal signed languages are used and structured in ways that are parallel to the unimodal spoken or written conventions of spoken languages.
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1. Introduction
What are the similarities and differences between signed languages (SLs) and spoken languages (SpLs)? Do similarities outweigh perceived differences, suggesting few (if any) modality effects in the overall documentation of language diversity and variation? Or does SL structure in fact differ significantly from SpL structure? These questions (among others) have long fascinated researchers interested in the SLs of deaf communities (e.g. Bellugi & Fischer, 1972; Meier, Cormier & Quinto-Pozos, 2002; Sandler & Lillo-Martin, 2006; Johnston & Schembri, 2007; Brentari, 2010; Zeshan & de Vos, 2012). However, these questions are often driven by the ontological reductionism of the ‘language versus gesture’ debate, with the relatively narrow aim of differentiating communicative phenomena that is ‘linguistic’ from that which is not (see Kendon, 2014 for an overview). Building on the work of Kendon and others, our approach is rather to seek an understanding of the grammar of human multimodality: how do deaf signers and hearing speakers use their available
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communicative heuristics, and how can the resulting semiotic conventions of these communicative ecologies be compared empirically?

The empirical comparison of SL and SpL use is best achieved by directly comparing multimodal composite utterances (Enfield, 2009), and by considering the physical experience of deafness as a factor directly shaping the semiotics available to deaf signers (see Johnston, 1996). However, the strength of the ‘all languages are equally complex’ paradigm, which encourages an exclusive focus on (often axiomatic) morphosyntactic aspects of language structure, has meant very few studies have used this approach. The most common technique is for multimodal SL data to be compared to unimodal SpL data – which is not a true comparison at all. Yet holistic comparison of the multimodal communication of signers and speakers presents evidence of significant interest. For example, one recent investigation of pronominal pointing in the BSL Corpus and the Travis Smiley American English dataset found that the pointing actions produced by deaf native signers of BSL are more conventionalised and reduced compared to those produced by hearing non-signing speakers of American English (Fenlon, Keane, Cooperrider, Brentari & Goldin-Meadow, 2016).

The potential for linguists to directly compare SL and SpLs is now better than ever. In the past fifteen years, several SL corpora have been established to document and investigate SLs using corpus methods (Johnston & Schembri, 2013). However, the primary intention of most SL corpora has been to address the urgencies of endangered language documentation and corpus-based language description, with an almost exclusive focus on describing the SLs used by native or near-native deaf signers. No corpora have been developed specifically with the aim of directly comparing any specific SL with its ambient SpL.

Researchers are increasingly attending to analyses of SpL used in face-to-face interactions. We have recently seen the development of multimodal SpL corpora (e.g. Carter & Adolphs, 2008), the expansion of existing theoretical frameworks to accommodate multimodal language (e.g. Steen & Turner, 2013), and wide-ranging studies of language in action (e.g. Haddington, Mondada & Nevile, 2013). For example, the UCLA NewsScape Archive developed by UCLA and the Distributed Little Red Hen Lab contains more than 250,000 hours of international broadcast digital television and video news programs in American English and other languages, indexed by three billion words of closed captioning, transcripts, and on-screen text.

However, most existing SpL corpora are unimodal, representing only the spoken or written conventions of a given language community (see Xiao, 2008 for an overview). Efforts to describe multimodal language use tend to focus on intensive analysis of a few hearing speakers, rather than the documentation and development of a corpus that is in some way representative of the everyday multimodal talk. Consequently, our understanding of patterns

---

2 This includes, for example, the Auslan Corpus, Corpus NGT (Nederlandse Gebarentaal), BSL (British Sign Language) Corpus, DGS-Korpus (German Sign Language), Corpus Vlaamse Gebarentaal (Flemish Sign Language), Svenska Teckenspråket (Swedish Sign Language) corpus, the Corpus Project in Colloquial Japanese Sign Language, the Langue des Signes de Belgique Francophone Corpus, and the Corpus de Reference de la Langues des Signes Maliennne. See Konrad, 2012 for an overview of SL corpora worldwide, although additional corpus projects have commenced since its publication.

3 Note the NewsScape Archive consists primarily of television broadcasts, so it is not strictly representative of face-to-face interaction, and access is currently restricted to the UCLA campus community and Red Hen Lab researchers for copyright reasons.
of language use across the broader communicative ecologies of deaf signers and their wider community remains limited, not yet informed by empirical analyses of SL and SpL corpora of each. To redress this imbalance, we undertook the development of the Auslan and Australian English archive and corpus: a digital, audio-visual and machine-readable corpus of face-to-face, multimodal language use produced by deaf native signers of Auslan and hearing native speakers of Australian English.

2. Characteristics of a directly comparable corpus of multimodal communication

To resolve these issues, we need a bilingual, multimodal and directly comparable corpus of a deaf SL and its ambient SpL: one that is representative of the repertoire of semiotic resources available to both deaf Auslan signers and hearing Australian English speakers during face-to-face communication. The aim is to facilitate the direct comparison of a deaf SL and its ambient SpL by documenting each language ecology using identical sampling frames. Corpus methods are ideal for exploring the patterns and variations of language use, particularly for differentiating patterns of language use common to the whole community from those that are idiosyncratic (Gries, 2009; McEnery & Hardie, 2012). This is particularly important for investigations of SLs, which are characterised as extremely heterogeneous due to historically lower numbers of native signers and higher numbers of non-native signers (Johnston, 2004).

However, most currently available SL corpora fulfil only one or two of these necessary criteria. All are multimodal in the sense they contain digital recordings of signers from at least waist-up (as opposed to the unimodal audio files documented in many SpL corpora). A small number may be described as bilingual, developed primarily for investigations of first or second language acquisition. These corpora typically contain very small numbers of signers, which restricts any interpretations of language representativeness from analyses. For example, the Child Hong Kong Sign Language-Cantonese Bilingual Corpus represents only two deaf children (Fung, Lam, Mak & Tang, 2008). Crucially, there are no bilingual, multimodal corpora containing SL built using an identical sampling frame for all languages.

It is the sampling frame of given corpora which facilitates their comparability (McEnery & Hardie, 2012: 19). A general principle is that the greater the similarity of sampling frame, the greater the comparability potential of the multilingual corpus. All other things being equal (e.g. the demographic of individuals represented in each corpus), a corpus containing data from two languages documented using an identical sampling frame (e.g. where all language consultants are documented in the same way doing the same activities) may therefore be characterised as directly comparable. As existing datasets for comparing multimodal SL and SpLs employ different sampling frames, they have not yet achieved direct comparability. For example, the dataset used by Fenlon et al. (2016) described above draws from two different sampling frames: a video corpus of a SL representing native and near-native signers from different regions in the UK telling stories, being interviewed and conversing with one another, and a corpus of digital broadcasts representing hearing speakers (often celebrities) who were interviewed on television in front of a live audience in the US.

Other bilingual multimodal corpora, such as the spoken German/Swiss German Sign Language corpus of train announcements, are described as parallel rather than comparable (Ebbing, 2016). Parallel corpora contain native language L1 source texts and their L2 translations, and cross-language comparison is typically unidirectional (McEnery & Hardie, 2012: 19). In cross-modal cases, a unimodal spoken or written source text is typically translated into a multimodal signed target text. This is known as a “transmodal” translation and it represents an emerging practice in deaf communities (Leneham, 2005). The potential for multimodal source texts to be transformed into multimodal target texts is also high, but further empirical description of different types of signs (in a neo-Peircian sense) and

Processes of semiosis, such as by enriching the corpus described here, are necessary before this can be achieved effectively. The components of existing bilingual multimodal SL corpora are also contingent on some earlier component, rather than intentionally documented at the same time. Our aim in developing the Auslan and Australian English archive and corpus was therefore to fulfil all three criteria (bilingual, multimodal, direct comparability) from the outset.

3. **Documenting deaf signers and hearing speakers for the corpus**

Five pairs of deaf Auslan signers and five pairs of SL-naïve hearing Australian English speakers were filmed undertaking five different activities. All are native or near-native (i.e., first language acquired before age 10) language users who have been living in Melbourne for at least ten years. Individual consultants in each pair are social intimates (siblings, good friends, or colleagues), and all pairs already knew the research assistant who directed their session. Deaf native signer Stephanie Linder facilitated the pairs of deaf signers, with technical support from the first author (also deaf). Hearing native speaker Sally Bowman facilitated the pairs of hearing speakers, with technical support from the second author (also hearing). Table 1 details how language consultants were roughly balanced for age and gender, while also representing a degree of community heterogeneity within the limits of the small sample size (see §4.2 regarding the limitations of the corpus). Consultants are also balanced in terms of educational background, as nine deaf signers and eight hearing speakers hold tertiary qualifications such as a Graduate Diploma or Bachelor of Arts.

[**TABLE 1 HERE**]

Pairs of language consultants were guided to complete the following activities: (a) discussion of twelve social dilemmas (including eight adapted from Zwets, 2014); (b) the Family Problems task (San Roque et al., 2012); (c) retelling the written Aesop’s Fable *The Boy Who Cried Wolf* and the illustrated book *Frog, Where Are You?* (Mayer, 1969)⁴; (d) free conversation with snacks and refreshment; (e) an elicitation task using eight silent movie vignettes (adapted from So et al., 2005)⁵; and (f) the Stacks and Squares task (Cooperrider et al., 2014).

4. **Building the Auslan and Australian English Archive and Corpus**

4.1 **Filming technicalities and file name conventions**

All activities were filmed with two Canon FS11E digital camcorders and one GoPro Hero3 positioned above language consultants from a boom, capturing a bird’s-eye view of the proceedings (Figure 1). One Sony TCM-500DEV multidimensional audio recorder was connected to Camera B to capture superior audio recordings.

[**FIGURE 1 HERE**]

Filming activities with the ten pairs resulted in approximately fifteen hours of audio-visual recordings, i.e. an average of 90 minutes of recordings for each pair. All audio-visual data was synced and edited using Adobe Premier Pro CC 2015 and Adobe Media Encoder CC 2015 software. The synced recordings were then edited per the activities summarised in Table 2, which resulted in approximately 1,000 clips from three cameras. All edited clips were

---

⁴ Only hearing speakers completed the Frog and Wolf retelling tasks, as Auslan retellings of these narratives were previously archived in the Auslan Corpus and have since been heavily enriched with annotations (see e.g. Ferrara & Johnston, 2014).

⁵ Each hearing speaker retold four vignettes with speech and four without speech.
exported as mpeg2 (semi-archival albeit lossy quality) and H.264 codec in mp4 container (enabling reasonable ELAN functionality with either Mac or PC).

[TABLE 2 HERE]
All mpeg2 and mp4 clips are archived at The Language Archive (TLA) at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. The Auslan Family Problems mpeg2 and mp4 clips (the ASF 12a–d files) have also been archived at PARADISEC as part of the Social Cognition Parallax Interview Corpus (SCOPIC) project at the ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language. All archived data is available to registered academic users of each archive. Each file in the archive is uniquely identified according to the conventions outlined in Table 3. To facilitate the future integration of the new Auslan data into the existing Auslan Archive deposited at ELAR, all activities were intentionally numbered to follow on from the activities listed in the Auslan Corpus (see Johnston, 2016).

[TABLE 3 HERE]

4.2 Limitations of the Auslan and Australian English archive

Despite our exacting standards for building a bilingual, multimodal and directly comparable corpus, the resulting archive is constrained by two major limitations. Firstly, technical requirements meant it was necessary to adhere to the traditional ‘language lab’ model of language documentation: a private room facilitating the high-quality recording of all aspects of multimodal communication. Findings resulting from corpus analyses should therefore be supplemented with more ethnographical understandings of deaf signers and hearing speakers, especially with respect to their geographical and social mobility (see, for example, Kusters, 2010). We also experienced some technical difficulties with the use of the GoPro overhead camera: its sensitivity made it somewhat unreliable during filming, and a small number of activities are consequently missing an overhead camera feed.

Secondly, limited time and money meant the inclusion of only ten deaf signers and ten hearing speakers in the archive, a small number compared to existing SL and SpL corpora. It may be difficult to differentiate degrees of conventionality from extreme idiosyncrasy of multimodal languaging across these small numbers. However, we suggest this limited representation may be mitigated by mapping analyses with those from other, larger corpora such as the Auslan Corpus and the Australian National Corpus (see §4.3).

4.3 Development pathway into a directly comparable corpus of SL and SpL

There are two paths by which the Auslan and Australian English archive can develop into a directly comparable corpus. Firstly, by applying the annotation conventions developed for the Auslan Corpus to both the Auslan and Australian English multimodal data (Johnston, 2016). This method has been trialled with an early analysis of the composite utterances produced by the hearing speakers in the archive as they retell the *Frog* and *Wolf* narratives. In total, ten speakers produced 115 tokens of manual co-speech gestures depicting movement, shape and/or concepts during 20.25 minutes of data – about one token every eleven seconds. Compare with the 1,031 partly-lexicalised depicting signs produced by forty deaf signers during 83.6 minutes of Auslan *Frog* and *Wolf* retellings – about one token every five seconds. The following examples compare Auslan and Australian English composite utterances during which the language consultant locates and depicts the glass jar in *Frog*:

[1] DEPICTING SIGN: SPHERICAL-OBJECT

“The jar with the frog in it on the floor.”

(ENG_MMT_B2_c?a_CLU#014)

**5. Research significance**

In seeking an understanding of the grammar of human multimodality, we must be able to describe the semiotic conventions of SL and SpL communicative ecologies empirically. The starting point for this description is to directly compare the composite utterances of signers and speakers. The documentation of the bilingual, multimodal and directly comparable Auslan and Australian English archive and its development into a machine-readable corpus enables this comparison on an unprecedented scale. In concluding this paper, we can now return to the question which led to its creation: how do deaf signers and hearing speakers use their available communicative heuristics, and what are the semiotic conventions of these ecologies? From this we can ask many other questions that have mostly eluded direct comparability on a large scale: are the symbolic indexicals (such as pointing actions) produced by signers and speakers alike in form and (pluri)functionality? Are strategies of depiction and enactment patterned in the same way in composite utterances, regardless of the presence or absence of speech? If so, do they differ in degrees of conventionality and entrenchment, and what does this say about the nature of human languages and linguistic diversity?

The activities documented in the archive provide fertile ground for further investigation of these questions. For example, the Australian English *Frog* and *Wolf* retellings and conversation data may be readily compared with existing analyses of composite utterances in the Auslan Corpus. The conversation and Family Problems Task data facilitates comparison of multimodal talk of signers and speakers while doing other things, such as eating and drinking, or manipulating picture cards. The Family Problems and Stacks & Squares data enables typological comparison of both Auslan and Australian English with other languages that have been documented using this task (in fact there are over twenty diverse languages in the SCOPIC project alone, see Barth & Evans, 2017). The social dilemma data are well suited to both comparison of different blending strategies for talking about people, things and events occurring in specific geographic locations, and the silent movie vignette data enables comparison of deaf signers with hearing non-signers communicating with or without speech. Given time and corpus enrichment, questions of how patterns of multimodal SL use compare to multimodal SpL use may finally be answered.
6. Tables and Figures

Table 1. Language consultants represented in the Auslan and Australian English archive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>20 - 30</th>
<th>31 - 45</th>
<th>46 - 65</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deaf female</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deaf male</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing female</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing male</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Documented tasks in the Auslan and Australian English archive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Activity number</th>
<th>Activity code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social dilemma 1 – 12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>c11a – c11l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Problems 1 – 3b</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>c12a – c12d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retelling Wolf</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>c2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free conversation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>c5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retelling Frog</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>c7a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vignette 1 – 8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>c13a – c13h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacks &amp; Squares 0 – 8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>c14practice – c14h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. File naming conventions for the Auslan and Australian English archive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example ASF_MJC_A1_c11a.eaf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASF = Auslan (ENG = English)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on signer on the left (B = signer on the right, AB = both in overhead GoPro video)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASF = Auslan (ENG = English)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. View of language consultants filmed with Camera A, AB and B

![Camera A, Camera AB, Camera B](image)

Figure 2. Example of an Australian English composite utterance in which the consultant locates and depicts the glass jar in *Frog, Where Are You?*

![Australian English example](image)

Figure 3. Example of an Auslan composite utterance in which the consultant locates and depicts the glass jar in *Frog, Where Are You?*

![Auslan example](image)

Figure 4. Potential for cross-corpora feeds (solid line = multimodal corpora; dashed line = unimodal corpora)
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